Lab Orientation

Open Lab

Math Connections

* Hands on Learning (Beverly works here!)

Hours

Printing / Print Cards

Math Connections hours

Hands on hours
Lab Orientation

Open Lab

Math Connections

Hands on Learning (Beverly works here!)

Hours

Printing/Print Cards

Math Connections hours

Hands on hours
Cell Phone Policy

- Policies
- Food/drink

Calculators

Check out Materials (Available)

Photo ID (required for tests)

Procedures

* Flags
* Lab Grade
* Attendance
* Accutrack

Open Lab Shortcut
Signing into Blackboard

Math lab video orientation

Swatching

* Course ID for MMC is in Blackboard

* Lab Syllabus

My MathLab

Registration (temporary)

Inside the course

Inside MyMathLab

Labs (worksheets)

Academic Honesty Agreement